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NSIV IN THE NEWS

Chris Ilsley was interviewed on the April 4th edition

of the radio show North Shore Conversations
presented by the North Shore Alliance for
Economic Development.  He highlighted the
mission of NSIV, the fact that early-stage biotech

and cleantech start-ups are no longer just centered around Sommerville and
Cambridge, and how NSIV provides the space and tools which can be
economically prohibitive for these start-ups to thrive.  Listen to the entire
interview here!

COVID-19 Update

With the surge of COVID-19 cases nationwide, NSIV wants to remind all

members of our COVID-19 Safety Policies.  We are particularly concerned
with the entrance of visitors and outside contractors into the incubator.  A
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new sign-in sheet has been created to remind visitors and outside contractors
that they must be free of COVID-19 symptoms.  A new member directory has
been created and positioned at sign-in.  With the front doors unlocked and
the front desk not always monitored, all visitors and contractors before entry
should contact via cellphone the incubator member they are visiting.

Visitors and Outside contractors
Non-essential visitors are allowed without prior authorization.

All visitors must be either vaccinated or have a negative COVID test within
72 hours of entering NSIV.  NSIV is responsible for communicating this
policy ahead of time to all of its visitors; member companies are
responsible for communicating this policy to any of their visitors.

Outside contractors and deliveries are allowed without prior authorization.
All safety precautions must be followed.

Tours and large groups are allowed only with prior written authorization
from NSIV.

All visitors and tours must comply with the wellness check-in procedures,
provide vaccination and testing protocols, provide contact information, and
agree to contact NSIV if they are diagnosed with COVID-19 within 14 days
of their visit.

E-WASTE Event!

Sponsored by Cummings
Properties, LLC
May 10, 2022
100 Cummings Center
164-K loading dock
10:00 AM-12:00 PM

Keeping Up with NSIV Partners

May 5th
Exploring the Future of Cancer Research

with Marc Vidal, PHD., Professor of Genetics, Harvard Medical School,
founding Director of the Center for Cancer Systems Biology at Dana-Farber

Cancer Institute, and Co-Founder, GMGI & Andrea Bodnar, PH.D., Donald G
Comb Science Director, GMGI



Unraveling the mysteries of cancer prevention and treatment continues to be
a top scientific priority. Geneticist and bioengineer, Dr. Marc Vidal of Dana-
Farber Cancer Institute, has been researching the fundamental relationships
between cellular systems and human disease trying to crack the code. In
recent years, scientists have found that marine organisms might have the
answer we are looking for.

Keeping Up With NSIV

Turtle Tree has two new hires :

Ou Wang, Application Scientist Carly Morrison, Bioprocess Engineer

Turtle Tree joined NSIV in March and is developing modern cell-based technology

to create sustainable food products that are good for the planet, and better for you.

Keeping Up With Graduates

April 21, 2022, seqWell raised $7M Series C

funding, led by Codexis. Current investors
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Research Corporation Technologies and

BroadOak Capital Partners also participated in the

round. The new funding will be used to

accelerate the commercialization of seqWell’s

genomics  workflow solutions.

What's Going On?
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